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ABSTRACT A novel plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) charging coordination scheme for smart buildings, processed in two separate stages bridged by a load guided signal, is proposed in this study. The goal of the proposed coordination is to minimize the overall energy cost of the building, while satisfying the desired target and operation range of the state of charge (SoC) of each PEV. As the PEV penetration level grows, uncoordinated charging may impact the stability of the building’s energy system by increasing the peak demand and introducing uncertainty. Consequently, the charging decisions on the PEV fleet require considering the uncertainty of the drivers’ behavior and the power demand pattern of the coupled building. In this study, a customized load guided signal is introduced for PEV fleet charging. It formulated and implemented through mixed integer linear programming in two separate stages. The first stage involves the extraction of the electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) based guide signal for the benefits and physical constraints of the building’s energy system. The load guided signals are created by jointly investigating the charging/discharging flexibility of the EVSE using load prediction and the PEV fleet to minimize the electricity cost in the time-of-use energy market. In the second stage, the priority weight is exploited for distributing the charging/discharging decisions for individual PEVs. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, numerical evaluations were conducted at various PEV penetration levels using a pair of energy consumption and vehicle parking datasets for the building. The case study demonstrates that the proposed scheme provides 12% load factor improvement and 13% cost reduction at a 50% PEV penetration level.

INDEX TERMS Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs), vehicle-to-grid (V2G), economic charging strategies, charge scheduling, demand response.

NOMENCLATURE

Indices

\( i \) Index of the plug-in electric vehicle (PEV), \( i \in \{1, 2, ..., I\} \).
\( k \) Index of the electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), \( k \in \{1, 2, ..., N^{ch}\} \).
\( t \) Index of time slot, \( t \in \{1, 2, ..., T\} \).

Parameters and Constants

\( \gamma^{ch} \) Charging rate of the multi-charger station (kW).
\( \gamma^{dch} \) Discharging rate of the multi-charger station (kW).
\( \eta^{ch} \) Charging efficiency of the multi-charger station.
\( \eta^{dch} \) Discharging efficiency of the multi-charger station.
\( B_i \) Battery capacity of the \( i^{th} \) PEV (kWh).
\( \psi_i^{\max} \) Maximum allowed battery capacity range of the \( i^{th} \) PEV (kWh).
\( \psi_i^{\min} \) Minimum allowed battery capacity range of the \( i^{th} \) PEV (kWh).
\( t_i^{dep} \) Departure time slot of the \( i^{th} \) PEV.
\( t_i^{arr} \) Arrival time slot of the \( i^{th} \) PEV.
\( \xi_i^{ch} \) Price per kWh of electricity for purchasing from the grid at the \( t_i^{th} \) time slot.
VOLUME

In recent years, plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) have attracted widespread attention due to their potential to provide numerous grid services like cost minimization, peak power reduction [5], valley filling [6], [7], and voltage management [8] by exploiting the battery of the PEV as a distributed energy resource (DER) with bi-directional charging. Besides, since the idle time of most vehicles takes about 90% of a regular day in the parking lot [9], PEV charging time is widely shiftable and is flexible [10].

Smart integration of a PEV or PEV fleet to a building energy system involves studies with broad perspectives including bi-directional charging capability supporting vehicle-to-grid (V2G) and conventional grid-to-vehicle (G2V) [11]. Several potential grid services associated with PEVs have been investigated in recent years [12]. Operation modes like G2V and V2G enhance the reliability of the power system and reduce energy costs by properly selling and purchasing power.

The PEV charging coordination for reducing energy costs is investigated in [13]. In [13], the PEV battery reaches the desired state-of-charge (SoC), followed by the PEV owner incentive cost with adjustment of the charging schedule during the time left. The application of PEV charging schemes in vehicle-to-building (V2B) systems require satisfaction of the PEV owner for driving since the driving pattern is critical from the vehicle’s perspective.

Consequently, many researchers have studied driving patterns and modeled the PEV battery. In [14], six driving patterns of vehicles were modeled using fuzzy modeling, with the PEV charging scheduling method implemented based on the driving pattern models. Likewise, reference [15] analyzed the distribution of the traveling distance of PEVs and the energy level of the battery using historical PEV driving data. However, the uncertainty of PEV mobility and fairness assignment of the charging amount were neglected in these studies. Since it is unreasonable to use a battery of a particular PEV frequently due to battery degradation, the coordinator of the PEV management system must allocate charging/discharging schedules between PEVs fairly. In [16], a fairness energy scheduling algorithm is proposed by evaluating the charging priority of each PEV. In a residential energy system, fair charging and discharging between PEVs is performed to reduce peak power. Moreover, reference [17] evaluates the charging priority to mitigate charging service conflicts and reduce the energy cost in the office environment.

The price of a PEV is currently higher than that of a fossil-fuel vehicle because of the battery cost [18]. Thus, the additional cost benefits to the PEV’s owner are needed to increase the PEV market. Although PEV fleets provide a variety of services, typical consumers including PEV and building owners desire control of the electric devices for reduction of the energy cost. Therefore, electric utilities manage the power demand of the PEV fleet by appropriately adjusting the price-signal, because the general PEV charging scheme is dependent on the price-signal. The price-signal is divided into the energy cost, demand cost and incentive/penalty-based rate like demand response (DR) [19]. The positive economic effect of V2G is reported in [20]-[21], with optimal charging strategies for energy reduction investigated by many research groups. In [22], the PEV charging operations of a PEV fleet

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing environment concerns and fossil-fuels exhaustion are boosting plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) as a practical solution for sustainable transportation. The PEV market increased sharply over the past decades as additional supports emerge in countries with the global PEV stock expected to reach 20 million in 2020 [1]. However, large-scale adoption of PEVs increases the peak electricity demand, requiring extra power plants, and degrades the stability of the power system on the building’s energy system [2]. Furthermore, the uncertainty of PEV charging, if uncoordinated, causes several undesired side effects including voltage drop, power loss, and high energy cost [3], [4]. Contrarily, PEVs provide numerous grid services like cost minimization,
in a charging station was evaluated in the diverse electricity market including the time of use (ToU), real time price (RTP) and DR. In [23], a PEV charging strategy is proposed for minimizing the energy cost by restraining the increases in facility-related demand cost by a PEV fleet through the reduction of maximum peak load in the ToU market. In [24], a charging coordination scheme is advanced for maximizing the profit while mitigating potential overloads and minimizing the cost to PEV owners, considering the RTP/DR market. Similarly, reference [25] evaluates the RTP and DR based charging strategies using the PEV and energy storage system (ESS) in residential building. In [26], the distributed DR algorithm is proposed to maximize the benefit to the PEV owner in the DR market, with the convenience evaluated.

To control a large-scale PEV fleet, the PEV charging coordination method necessitates various considerations like uncertainty of the PEV owners’ behavior, the battery charging cost, and the energy state of the parking station. Many researchers therefore investigated multi-level optimization methods. In [27], a bi-level coordination model is proposed, with the upper-level optimization model enabling profit maximization for the aggregation of the power system, while the lower-level optimization model provides profit for the parking station. Reference [28] suggests a bi-level PEV coordination model, where the first-level optimization maximizes the benefits to the PEV owner through the PEV characteristics and the second-level optimization ensures the minimization of the system cost. Reference [29] utilized a two-stage optimization method for power management comprising a first-level optimization for active power management and a second-level for reactive power management.

This study proposes an effective PEV charging coordination method that minimizes the energy cost while maximizing the PEVs’ owners satisfaction by considering the electrical equipment of the smart building. To meet these perspectives, this study employs a two-stage optimization. In the first-stage optimization, the load shape of the building for minimization of the energy cost through the EVSEs’ charging operations is handled. The energy profile based on the EVSEs in the PEV charging station is defined as the load guided signal for charging/discharging controls of PEVs. The load guided signal is created by jointly investing the price-signal, load profile of the building, and energy flexibility of the PEV charging station. Thereafter, the second-stage optimization coordinates the charging schedule of each PEV to satisfy the desired SoC of each PEV and the load guided signal. This two-stage optimization problem is formulated in the day-ahead scenario as a mixed integer linear programming problem. The proposed model considers the uncertainty of the PEV owners’ behaviors, and the prediction error related to the building load. Although minimization of the energy cost and the behavior of PEVs have been intensively studied, no previous work evaluates the flexibility of EVSEs in the PEV charging station and handles fairness of the charging amount with the uncertainty of PEV owners behaviors. Hence, the contribution of this study is summarized as follows:

- Development of a two-stage optimization model to minimize energy cost and improve the stability of the building’s energy system
- To model a realistic PEV charging coordination scheme, calculation of energy flexibility on a PEV parking station based on evaluation of the available energy of EVSEs
- Fair assignment of the charging amount between PEVs considering the uncertainty of PEV owners’ behaviors

A system model is introduced for the proposed scheme in Section II, while the load guided signal based the two-stage charging coordination is described in Sections III-IV. Case studies are presented in Section V, and Section VI contains conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The operation of the scheme proposed in this study illustrated in Fig. 1. The proposed system minimizes the energy cost by controlling electric components in a building energy system. The energy management system acquires information on parameters like the SoC levels of the PEV fleet, the predicted building load, and the charging/discharging prices of the EVSEs. The data are transferred using communication methods including zigbee and WIMAX [30]. The integrity of communication is assumed in the proposed model. The proposed algorithm uses data for various parameters to initiate charging of EVSEs as needed, saving energy cost while serving the desired battery levels of the PEV fleet. The components of the system model are described in subsequent sections.

A. THE PEV MOBILITY MODEL

To explain the method proposed in Section III, the mobility of the PEV fleet is an important factor since it determines the available energy supporting the building’s energy system. Thus, the departure/arrival times of the PEV fleet must be decided before applying the proposed algorithm. Modeling of the mobility of the PEV fleet requires the vehicle in-and-out data of parking management system, and that provided by the C research institute in South Korea is used. The mobility models rely on Gaussian distributions through K-means clustering in Fig. 2 [23]. The PEV fleet model is defined as three types including the full day ($F$), morning ($M$), and afternoon ($A$) based on arrival times ($t_{arr}^{F}$) and the parking duration ($d_i$) of the PEV fleet. Since C building is a commercial-type building, the $F$ type represents the general mobility model of workers and is modeled through the bivariate normal distribution ($d_F, t_F$) $\sim N(\mu_F, \Sigma_F$). Likewise, $M$ and $A$ types in Fig. 2 are driving patterns of visitors modeled through bivariate log-normal distribution like ($ln(d_M), ln(t_{arr}^{M})$) $\sim N(\mu_M, \Sigma_M$) and ($ln(d_A), ln(t_{arr}^{A})$) $\sim N(\mu_A, \Sigma_A$).

B. THE PEV BATTERY MODEL

The amount of flexible energy of the PEV fleet for various grid services depends on the capacity of the PEV battery and the arrival/departure SoCs. To simulate the proposed
algorithm, PEV models with three efficiencies $\epsilon$ and battery capacities $B$ are considered (Table 1). Furthermore, the daily driving distance is modeled as $D \sim N(\mu_d, \Sigma_d)$, where $\mu_d$ and $\Sigma_d$ are the mean and standard deviation of the driving distance of the statistical driving data from South Korea [31]. In addition, the arrival/departure SoCs of the PEV fleet are formulated using the daily driving distance given by

$$
\psi_{ini}^i = \psi_{ini}^i + \phi_i, \quad \psi_{dep}^i = \frac{D}{2\epsilon} + \psi_{ini}^i
$$

, where $\phi_i$ is a random value based on the normal distribution for the initial SoC, that expresses the uncertainties of the arrival times depending on the driving patterns of PEV owners. In addition, $D$ assumes the driving distance on the round trip, whereas $\psi_{dep}^i$ considers only a one-way trip. To test more realistic scenarios, the battery stress model based on the EVSE, $\chi^{deg}$, should also be exploited, indicating the battery cost when the $k$-th EVSE charges any PEV in one-time slot. The battery lifetime depends on the battery usage pattern of the PEV’s owner, and it is quiet variable [32]. Hence, the battery stress model based on the charging rates of EVSEs is evaluated by considering the battery lifetime given below as

$$
\chi^{deg} = \frac{\kappa \times \gamma^{ch} \times \beta}{2 \times l} \quad \text{[KRW]} \quad (2)
$$

, where $\beta$ and $l$ are the battery cost per kWh and the cycle life of battery, respectively, and $\kappa$ is the duration of the one-time slot, e.g., 15 min.

### C. CHARGING STATION MODEL

The PEV charging station model for the smart building involves constant charging/discharging rates including a slow or fast charger. Thus, the two EVSE models involved include:

1. Slow EVSE model: the slow EVSE involves charging/discharging rates between 3 and 6kW, with the full PEV recharging generally taking 4 to 12 hours. The efficiency of the charging/discharging operation is higher than that of the fast charger.

2. Fast EVSE model: fast chargers involve charging/discharging rates between 7 and 22kW. The fast EVSE generates high load instantaneously or vice versa in the building’s energy system.

To apply the PEV charging coordination scheme, the energy demand of each EVSE is expressed using the charg-
TABLE 2. Energy tariff for general service for the building load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand cost (KRW/kW)</th>
<th>Energy cost (KRW/kWh)</th>
<th>Time slot</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Spring/Fall</th>
<th>Winter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.170</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>Off-peak load</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113.9</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>Mid-load</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.4</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>Peak-load</td>
<td>116.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. Energy tariff for electric vehicle charging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand cost (KRW/kW)</th>
<th>Energy cost (KRW/kWh)</th>
<th>Time slot</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Spring/Fall</th>
<th>Winter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.580</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>Off-peak load</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110.7</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>Mid-load</td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.7</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>Peak-load</td>
<td>138.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The charging and discharging operations of PEVs involve losses like transformer loss in the building, energy conversion losses of the EVSE and PEVs, and transmission loss. If charging/discharging operations are controlled using nominal power rates without considering losses, the desired SoC level of each PEV may be unsatisfied or the building energy may become more unstable. Therefore, the efficiencies of EVSEs are considered with the charging/discharging rates.

\[
P_{k,t}^{EVSE} = \gamma_{ch} \eta_{ch}^{k,t} \delta_{ch}^{k,t} + \gamma_{dch} \eta_{dch}^{k,t} \delta_{dch}^{k,t}
\]  

(3)

, with constraints

\[
\delta_{ch}^{k,t} + \delta_{dch}^{k,t} \leq 1
\]  

(4)

The charging and discharging operations of PEVs involves losses like transformer loss in the building, energy conversion losses of the EVSE and PEVs, and transmission loss. If charging/discharging operations are controlled using nominal power rates without considering losses, the desired SoC level of each PEV may be unsatisfied or the building energy may become more unstable. Therefore, the efficiencies of EVSEs are considered with the charging/discharging rates. The charging/discharging rates of the PEVs assume constant values, \(\gamma_{ch}^{k,t}\) and \(\gamma_{dch}^{k,t}\), whereas the charging/discharging rates of the building consider the loss between batteries of PEVs and the transformer of the building. To deliver the desired charging energy to the PEV, the transfer of the charging energy including the energy losses is required. Contrarily, the energy received at the building is lower than the discharging energy of the PEV because of the energy losses. Thus, \(\eta_{ch}^{k,t}\) is greater than 1 while \(\eta_{dch}^{k,t}\) is lesser than 1.

D. PRICE DATA

The electricity market price modeling is based on the general services ToU energy tariff model and the PEV charging services ToU tariff model from Korea electric power corporation described in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. The energy tariff for general services implies the price information of the grid providing the building with electricity. Since the two energy tariffs are different, building operators can choose an electricity seller including the grid and PEV owners by comparing the price information. Also, South Korea’s ToU tariffs change each season as shown in Table 4 [17]. The PEV owners and building operators coordinate to purchase or sell energy by referring to Table 4 to minimize energy costs.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The proposed methodology for optimizing the PEV charging coordination described in this section is summarized in Fig. 3. The building comprises electric components including PEVs, workloads, and DERs. Arbitrary activation of such components may degrade the stability of the building’s energy system because the behaviors of users involve sufficient randomness. To mitigate the impact on the stability of the energy system while minimizing the electricity cost, the actions of the controllable components are carefully adjusted by considering randomness and uncertainties. This paper therefore proposes a two-stage optimization method for the efficient management of energy by coordination of the charging of PEVs in smart buildings. In general, individual PEV owner’s desire the cost benefit maximization by jointly analyzing the building load and the PEV charging/discharging behaviors.

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A. FIRST OPTIMIZATION: BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT

The first optimization finds the charging/discharging operating schedules of EVSE, $e^{ch\text{th}}_{k,t}$ and $e^{dch\text{th}}_{k,t}$, that minimizes the overall cost function while considering the physical constraints as below:

$$
\min_{e^{ch\text{th}}_{k,t}, e^{dch\text{th}}_{k,t}} \left( C_{ToU} + C_{ip} + C_{fc} + C_{deg} \right) \tag{5}
$$

The overall cost consists of the four terms in Eq. (5) including the electricity costs of charging/discharging in the ToU tariff, the penalty cost based on the contracted power, the baseline cost of the contracted power, and the battery degradation cost, respectively.

1) Electricity costs based on ToU tariff

The first term is formulated by considering the charging/discharging operation profiles of the EVSE from the building energy system’s perspective as below:

$$
C_{ToU} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{ch}} \xi^{cost}_{k,t} \tag{6}
$$

where

$$
\xi^{cost}_{k,t} = \begin{cases} 
\xi^t \times P^{EVSE}_{k,t} & P^{EVSE}_{k,t} \geq 0 \\
\xi^{dch} \times P^{EVSE}_{k,t} & P^{EVSE}_{k,t} < 0
\end{cases}
$$

The charging/discharging rates of EVSEs, $P^{EVSE}_{k,t}$, in Eq. (3) is adjusted in consideration of the electricity costs by the time based on the ToU tariff to minimize the charging/discharging cost. In the multi-charger station, the number of available EVSEs equals the number of connected PEVs, if all PEVs utilize EVSE.

2) Contracted power based baseline cost

Since the contracted power is changed by evaluating the maximum peak load and the average power demand of the building, reduction of the baseline cost is possible through control of the energy resources. For management of the peak load, the baseline cost of the building is given by

$$
C_{fc} = \frac{c^B \times \max(P^B_t + \sum_{k=1}^{N_{ch}} P^{EVSE}_{k,t})}{30\text{days}} \tag{8}
$$

, where $c^B$ is the demand cost of the building in Table 2. Since the demand cost for contracted power is paid monthly, the demand charge is divided by 30 to apply the day-ahead scenario.

3) Incentive/penalty cost based on the load profile

The third term in Eq. (5) is formulated by evaluating the excess power, and meaning the additional cost based on the load profile like DR. In South Korea’s electricity market of South Korea, the building operator pays the penalty fee when the power demands of a building exceed the contracted power. In the proposed method, the penalty cost considered without the incentive cost, as below:

$$
C_{ip} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{2.5 \times c^B \times P^{pty}}{30\text{days}} & P^{pty} \geq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{9}
$$

In Eq. (9), $C_{ip}(t)$ employs the 2.5 times penalty cost for excessive power. Increasing the $P^{pty}$ reduces the penalty fee, but adds the baseline cost in the building.

4) Battery degradation cost

The increase in charging amounts of each PEV incurs battery degradation cost. To reduce the battery degradation cost, the forth term is formulated using Eq. (2), as below:

$$
C_{deg} = \chi^{deg} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{ch}} (e^{ch\text{th}}_{k,t} + e^{dch\text{th}}_{k,t}) \tag{11}
$$

The battery degradation costs of connected PEVs assume a constant value since it cannot be calculated precisely in real-time.

5) Energy flexibility of building

The available energy capacity of the building is determined by estimating the size of the internal DER capacity in the building. If the DERs share energy in the building, the building energy system is perceived as a unitary energy system. To evaluate the energy flexibility of the building, that of each DER, i.e., PEV and ESS, must be calculated preferentially. The available energy for a PEV each hour, $F^{PEV}_{t,1}$, is calculated using the information of the PEVs’ battery including the...
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initial SoC, departing SoC, and maximum capacity as given below:

\[
F_{i,t}^{PEV} = F_{i,t}^1 \cap F_{i,t}^2 \cap F_{i,t}^3
\]

\[
F_{i,t}^1 = \{ (p_t, t) | p_t \in [\kappa_{ch}^{\gamma}, 0, \kappa_{ch}^{\gamma}], t_{i,\text{arr}} \leq t < t_{i,\text{dep}} \}
\]

\[
F_{i,t}^2 = \{ (p_t, t) | \sum_{t=t_{i,\text{arr}}}^{t_{i,\text{dep}}} p_t + \psi_{ini}^i > \psi_{dep}^i, t \geq t_{i,\text{dep}} \}
\]

\[
F_{i,t}^3 = \{ (p_t, t) | \psi_{ini}^i < \sum_{z=t_{i,\text{arr}}}^{t_{i,\text{dep}}} p_z + \psi_{ini}^i < \psi_{i,\text{max}}^i \}
\]

, where \( p_t \) is controllable energy of a PEV at time \( t \). The \( F_{i,t}^1 \) is the available energy at time \( t \) when the PEV is in the PEV charging station. When the PEV departs the station, the SoC level of the PEV should contain the desired energy in its battery. This constraint is denoted as \( F_{i,t}^2 \). Also, the \( F_{i,t}^3 \) limits the charging amounts by considering the maximum and minimum capacity of the PEV's battery, with \( z \) as the time index for the cumulative sum. The energy flexibility of the PEV is illustrated in Fig. 4.

For the evaluation of the total available energy of the building at each hour, the information of the PEV charging station is evaluated by jointly combining the energy flexibilities of the PEV fleet. The \( F_{i,t}^{ST} \) is introduced as the number of the PEVs’ charging/discharging operations, which is lower than the number of EVSE and the number of the parked PEVs, and given below as

\[
F_{i,t}^{ST} = (\bigcup_{i=1}^{I} F_{i,t}^{PEV}) \cap F_{i,t}^{ST}
\]

, where

\[
F_{i,t}^{ST} = \{ (e_{ch}^{i}, e_{dch}^{i}, t) | \sum_{k=1}^{N_{ch}} (e_{ch}^{i,k} + e_{dch}^{i,k}) < \min(N_{i,\text{PEV}}, N_{i,\text{ch}}) \}
\]

Thus, \( F_{i,t}^{ST} \) expresses the available energy boundaries of the building by exploiting the states of the EVSE and PEVs in the building in Fig. 5. The proposed method controls the charging/discharging operations of the PEV fleet within the \( F_B \) to minimize the overall electricity cost, and the charging/discharging operations of EVSE defines the load guided signal for the control of the charging/discharging operations of the PEV fleet.

B. SECOND OPTIMIZATION: PEV USER SATISFACTION

To efficiently control the charging/discharging operations of the PEV fleet, the first optimization method only considers the overall cost of the building, whereas the second optimization method only evaluates the user satisfaction of the PEV. In the first optimization, the load guided signal is generated from the evaluation of the electricity cost, and the charging/discharging operations of the PEVs, \( p_{\delta_{ch}}^{i,t} \) and \( p_{\delta_{dch}}^{i,t} \), are controlled to satisfy the summation of their charging energies equals the load guided signal in the second optimization. The objective function for energy management of the PEV fleet considers the user satisfaction values, which are defined by using the probability density function of the parked time of the PEV and the weights for battery control and given as below:

\[
\min_{p_{\delta_{ch}}^{i,t}, p_{\delta_{dch}}^{i,t}} \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t=t_{i,\text{arr}}}^{t_{i,\text{dep}}} (w_1 \lambda_i^t + w_2 b_i^t)
\]

, where \( \lambda_i^t \) and \( b_i^t \) are the probability density functions for the \( i^{th} \) PEV's existence in the PEV charging station and the weight for battery management of the \( i^{th} \) PEV, respectively.

Also, \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) are conditioning weights for control of the two factors. In addition, the energy flexibility of each PEV, \( F_{i,t}^{PEV} \), is required for limitation of the charging operation in Fig. 4.

1) PEV's existence probability based energy allocation

Since the arrival times and the departure times of the PEV fleet are unpredictable, the operations of EVSE of the first optimization may be unused in the actual PEV charging station. Thus, the allocation priorities for EVSE operations is calculated using the probabilities of the PEVs’ existence, as below:

\[
\lambda_i^t = p_{\delta_{ch}}^{i,t} p_{\delta_{dch}}^{i,t} + p_{\delta_{dch}}^{i,t} p_{\delta_{dch}}^{i,t}
\]

, where

\[
p_{\delta_{ch}}^{i,t} = \begin{cases} \frac{t - t_{i,\text{arr}}}{t_{i,\text{dep}} - t_{i,\text{arr}}}, & t_{i,\text{dep}} \geq t \geq t_{i,\text{arr}} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]
The second optimization satisfies the load guided signal, minimizing the electricity cost, and jointly considering user satisfaction.

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

Numerical evaluation of the performance of the proposed PEV charging coordination is based on the system model in Section II. To create the mobility model of the PEV fleet for the day-ahead scenario, the vehicle information randomly selects actual fossil-fuel vehicle entry-exit monitored data in the test period considering the penetration level. Also, the PEV multi-charger station with ±7kW charging/discharging rate is considered, and the charging/discharging efficiency parameters of EVSEs are set to \( \eta_{ch} = 1.05 \) and \( \eta_{dch} = 0.85 \). In addition, the battery cost and battery lifetime are assumed as \( \beta = 150,000 \) KRW and \( l = 10,000 \) cycles. To analyze the grid effects of PEV fleet, the penetration level is set to 30%, 40%, and 50%. The ratios of the three-vehicle model, including the Niro EV, IONIQ, and Soul EV, are set to 30%, 30%, 40% of the entire vehicle counts. To minimize the overall cost of the ToU tariff, the charging cost of the PEV fleet utilizes the electricity cost in Table 3, and the discharging cost of the PEV fleet considers the electricity cost for providing electricity from the PEV to the building using Table 2. The average and standard deviations of the driving distance models is considered as \( \mu_d = 60 \) km and \( \Sigma_d = 18.22 \). Finally, the contracted power, \( P_{ct} \), is set to 755 kW by considering the average of peak load and the excessive power in the test period.

A. BUILDING LOAD PREDICTION METHOD

The energy prediction method is employed for a more practical evaluation. The time series model based linear prediction method, which is a common energy prediction model, is implemented for the day-ahead scenario. This method involves linear filter coefficients that are decided by analyzing the causality between the observed values using a reference [33]. The training data set is data from the past 1.5 years, with the test period of the load prediction for analysis of prediction errors set to 1 year. The standard deviation and the average values of the prediction error were calculated, and plotted in Fig. 6.
B. PEV CHARGING COORDINATION MODELS FOR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

1) First come first serve (FCFS) charging scheme

For comparison with the actual charging scheme, the FCFS charging scheme as introduced in [13] are employed. In the FCFS charging method, when PEVs are connected to the grid, the batteries charge promptly at the charging rates of the EVSE. The charging operations terminate when the their batteries meet the desired energy. The FCFS charging scheme is formulated as below:

\[
\min_{p_{\text{ch}}^{i,t}, p_{\text{dch}}^{i,t}} \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t=1}^{t_{\text{dep}}} p_{\text{ch}}^{i,t} \times p_{\text{dch}}^{i,t} 
\]

(24)

, where

\[
\sum_{t=1}^{t_{\text{dep}}} (\kappa \gamma_{\text{ch}}^{i,t} p_{\text{ch}}^{i,t}) + \psi_{i}^{\text{ini}} > \psi_{i}^{\text{des}}
\]

(25)

2) ToU weighted coordination method

For intuitive evaluation, the ToU weighted coordination method introduced in reference [2] is tested. When the electricity price is high in the ToU tariff at time \( t \), each PEV discharges the extra energy saved. The PEV freely charges and discharges within the energy flexibility of each PEVs, \( F_{i,t}^{PEV} \), by considering the ToU tariff as below:

\[
\min_{p_{\text{ch}}^{i,t}, p_{\text{dch}}^{i,t}} \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t=1}^{t_{\text{dep}}} p_{\text{ch}}^{i,t} \times p_{\text{dch}}^{i,t}
\]

(26)

, with constraints

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{I} (p_{\text{dch}}^{i,t} + p_{\text{ch}}^{i,t}) < N_{\text{ch}}^{i,t}
\]

(27)

\[
\sum_{t=1}^{t_{\text{dep}}} (\kappa \gamma_{\text{ch}}^{i,t} p_{\text{ch}}^{i,t} - \gamma_{\text{dch}}^{i,t} p_{\text{dch}}^{i,t}) + \psi_{i}^{\text{ini}} > \psi_{i}^{\text{des}}
\]

, where \( N_{\text{ch}}^{i,t} \) is the number of the available chargers, and the number of the available chargers equals the number of PEVs in the multi-charger station environment. This method can generate a high peak load, since only the ToU tariff is considered. Also, the total benefit is reduced if the battery degradation cost is considered.

C. CASE STUDIES

The performances of three PEV charging strategies are evaluated within a week duration in summer. In the first optimization of the proposed method, the charging operations of the EVSE is controlled to minimize the overall electricity cost by considering the information of the PEV fleet. The charging operations of the EVSE in the day-ahead scenario is expressed as illustrated in Fig. 7. The energy flexibility boundaries through the PEV fleet in the building is expressed by the black line, and the load guided signal based on the electricity cost means the cumulative energy of the charging operations of EVSEs. The charging operation of each PEV is controlled to match the charging energy amounts of the PEV fleet to the load guided signal. To allocate the charging operations to PEVs, the probability density function of the PEV’s existence is expressed as shown in Fig. 8. Since the probability density function is high value when the duration of parking is short, the PEVs with short parking periods charge their desired energy rapidly. In contrast, the PEVs with the long parking periods implement the charging strategies, when the PEVs with short parking periods are absent in the PEV charging station.

![Load guided signal based on the first charging optimization.](image7)

**FIGURE 7.** Load guided signal based on the first charging optimization.

![The probability density function of PEV existence based on the normal distribution with the PEV penetration level 40%.](image8)

**FIGURE 8.** The probability density function of PEV existence based on the normal distribution with the PEV penetration level 40%.

![The charging/discharging priorities of two PEVs.](image9)

**FIGURE 9.** The charging/discharging priorities of two PEVs.

The charging/discharging priorities of two PEVs are displayed in Fig. 9. The charging priority is higher than the discharging priority near the arrival time of the PEV. This
FIGURE 10. The PEV charging profiles of three PEV charging coordinations with penetration level 40%.

means that the charging operation usually occurs before the discharging operation, and the charging operation of most PEVs is completed quickly before departure time. The load profiles of three charging coordination methods in the day-ahead scenario are compared in Fig. 10. In the commercial building, the FCFS method produces a high peak load in the morning, when most people are commuting. In addition, the load profile of the FCFS method is heavily influenced by the driving pattern model of the PEV fleet, because the maximum peak load appears when the arriving number of PEVs is high. Thus, the maximum peak load is generated in the morning if the number of F type and M type vehicles increases. The ToU weighted coordination is shown in the the magenta line in Fig. 10. In the ToU weighted coordination, high fluctuation of power emerges depending on the ToU tariff, with the power overload generated because all PEVs charge at low-price timezone. Conversely, the proposed method is represented by the dotted red line, providing low peak power and low fluctuation because the demand cost of the contracted power and the ToU tariff are considered jointly. The baseline cost is paid monthly the contracted power. In the proposed method, the new contracted power is decided from the highest value of the power profiles in the simulation period. If the maximum peak load occurs on the previous day, the batteries of the PEVs in following day are charged and discharged using the ToU tariff by configuring new contracted power based on the maximum peak power of the previous days. In the fourth day in Fig. 10, the charging operations of the proposed method is based on the ToU tariff under a new contracted power.

The cost performances of these charging coordination methods are evaluated, as illustrated in Fig. 11. This result shows the average values of the costs and the standard deviations of costs from 10 tests. The baseline cost of the proposed method is the lowest value, since the maximum peak power is reduced. However, the battery degradation cost and charging/discharging loss cost is higher than for the FCFS method, since much energy is used to reduce the maximum peak load. On the other hand, the ToU weighted coordination generates high penalty cost and high battery degradation cost, and the overall cost is about 40% higher than for the FCFS method. In addition, the ToU tariff weighted coordination pays additional cost, because the battery degradation cost and the contracted power are not considered. In terms of the battery degradation cost, the FCFS method has the best solution, because the charging operations of the PEV fleet meet only to the desired energy, but it generates a high peak load in the building at morning time. Consequently, the overall cost of the proposed method is about 7% better than FCFS method in penetration level 40%.

In this study, the stability of the power system by PEV fleet is analyzed. The load factor is obtained by accounting for the base load of the building and the charging energies of PEVs, as follows:

\[
\text{Load factor} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T} (P_t^B + \sum_{k=1}^{N_{ch}} P_{k,t}^{EVSE})}{\max(P_t^B + \sum_{k=1}^{N_{ch}} P_{k,t}^{EVSE})} \times 100 \% \tag{28}
\]

The load factor is an indicator of whether the power equipment is operating efficiently. As the load factor approaches 100%, it means that the power equipment is used efficiently. The load factors of the building according to the charging strategies are compared in Fig. 12. It is confirms that the FCFS method and the ToU weighted coordination increase the maximum peak load, and lower the load factors. In contrast, since the maximum peak load of the proposed method is lower than base load, this stabilizes the power system. With a penetration level of 40%, the load factor of the proposed method improves by about 9% relative to that of the FCFS scheme with the results analyzed in Fig. 13.

The performance improvement rate means the degree of improvement when the proposed method is compared with the FCFS method. As the number of PEVs increases, the
energy required by PEVs also rises. Thus, the FCFS method generates a higher peak load and high overall costs. Conversely, the proposed method offers more positive effects for the building’s energy system, because the building energy system has lots of available energy at high penetration level. Thus, the performance improvement rate is improved, as the penetration level increases, as described in Fig. 13. In addition, since the driving patterns of the PEV fleet are created randomly, the variation of results exists. If the parking duration of most PEVs is short, the energy flexibilities of the PEV fleet is reduced. As the result, the driving pattern models of the PEV fleet affects the performance of the proposed method.

In our proposed system, the performances using the prediction error are evaluated in order to consider the actual environment. To evaluate the performance, the building load profile are used through the load prediction instead of actual load profile, as below:

$$P_t^B = \hat{P}_t^B + w_3\sigma_t^{pred}$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)
, where $\sigma^\text{pred}_t$ is the standard deviation of prediction errors at time $t$ as shown in Fig. 6, and $w_3$ is the conditioning weight, which acts as the buffer of the prediction error. In the proposed method, when the prediction error is quite large, its buffer suppresses the charging amount of the PEV fleet to lower the contracted power. Instead, the overall cost performance may decrease, and the load factor and cost performances by the prediction errors are described in Fig. 14. The load prediction error is calculated using the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). As the prediction error increases, the performance improvement rate is reduced dramatically in Fig. 14. When $w_3 = 1$ or 2, the performances of cost and load factor is compensated. However, the cost performance of the proposed method is lower than the FCFS method if MAPE is 5.5%, although the buffer is used. To apply the proposed method, the prediction, showing a high performance is needed.

In this study, the user satisfaction is also evaluated. The previous methods for V2B does not consider the variation of the SoC levels of PEVs. To improve the lifetime of the battery, the SoCs of PEVs must stay within a certain range. For the evaluation of the battery states, the $\rho$ factor for battery lifetime is defined as below:

$$\rho = \frac{1}{\sum_{t=1}^{T} N_{t}^{\text{PEV}}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{t=t^{\text{arr}}_i}^{t^{\text{dep}}_i} b_i \times 100 \% \right)$$

where $\rho$ is the average of the distances between $\alpha$% and SoC levels of the PEV fleet. The $\alpha$ configures 50% in the day-ahead scenario, and as $w_2$ increases, it is shown that many PEVs proceed charging operations near 50%, as illustrated in Fig. 15(a) and (b). The performance of $\rho$ improves as the $w_2$ increases. However, the performance of rho converges specific value when $w_2$ is larger than 0.3 because each PEV should satisfy the departing SoC level.

In addition, the charging completion time (CCT) is evaluated as the user satisfaction values. If the charging operations of the PEV fleet quickly ends, the variation of the PEV’s departure time does not affect the PEV charging coordination method. Therefore, the CCT is an essential factor for the evaluation of the user satisfaction, and is formulated as:

$$\text{CCT} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} \left( \frac{\text{max}(t - t_{t^{\text{arr}}_i}^{\text{dep}} - t_{t^{\text{arr}}_i}^{\text{arr}})}{t_{t^{\text{arr}}_i}^{\text{dep}} - t_{t^{\text{arr}}_i}^{\text{arr}}} \times 100 \% \right)}{T}$$

A low CCT value implies the charging operation of most PEVs ends quickly. The charging operation of PEVs finishes rapidly before the departure time if only the probability density function of PEV’s existence is considered ($w_2 = 0$). As $w_2$ increases, the charging complete time rises, as displayed in Fig. 15(a). Thus, $w_1$ and $w_2$ require proper control considering the effects of battery and CCT.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This study introduces a novel PEV charging coordination scheme for flexible charging/discharging operations of the PEV fleet by considering the energy cost of the building as well as the PEV requirements. The proposed method consists of two optimization processes with separate objective functions. The first optimization minimizes overall energy cost of the building by controlling the operations of the EVSE in the PEV charging station of the building, while limiting the impact on the stability of the building’s energy system. In this step, all cost constraints are jointly considered like the ToU tariff, contracted power, and battery degradation costs. In the second optimization, the satisfaction of PEV owners is the primary concern, and it is improved by prioritizing the charging demands of the PEVs by the probability density function of their existence and SoC levels of their batteries. For evaluations, the impacts of the load prediction error and penetration level on the performances of both the electricity cost and the load factor are investigated. The results of case studies are summarized:

- The cost benefit of the PEV fleet in smart building is generated from the reduction of the demand charge cost mainly. The proposed method could provide 12% cost reduction and 13% load factor increase with penetration level of 50%. For the power system, the proposed method contributes in stabilizing the building’s energy system, since the peak power is reduced by utilizing the available energy of the PEV fleet.
- For the PEV’s owner, the user satisfaction is improved by completing the charging request of PEV quickly. Also, the lifetime of the battery is improved by carefully controlling the priority of the PEVs.
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